We Should All Be Feminists by Chimamanda Ngozi
Adichie: Read a book that would have been banned
in Gilead!

Big Little Lies: Watch HBO’s adaption of Liane Moriarty’s
Big Little Lies! DVD BIG
My Cousin Rachel: Convinced that she murdered his
guardian, a young Englishman plots revenge against his
mysterious, beautiful cousin. DVD MY
Persepolis: See the Iranian Revolution through the eyes of
young Marjane, daughter of Iranian Marxist intellectuals, in
this adaption of the graphic novel! DVD PER
Potíche: A housebound trophy wife steps in to manage the
umbrella factory run by her tyrannical husband after the
workers go on strike. DVD-FOREIGN LANG POT
The Stepford Wives: In a town that seems too perfect to be
true, Joanna and Bobby investigate a sinister conspiracy….
DVD STE
The White Queen: In a world where a woman’s worth is
measured by the sons she bears, three women strive for
control of the throne of England. TV-DVD WHI
Wonder Woman: Amazon Princess Diana comes to a world
torn by war to defend humanity against Ares, God of War,
and enemy of the Amazons. DVD WON
Children of Men: In an infertile world with no children, no
future, and no hope, a disillusioned bureaucrat and a lone
pregnant woman try to find safe harbor.
A Girl Walks Home Alone At Night: Strange things are afoot
in Bad City...and one of those things is the girl who walks
alone at night. She is much more powerful—and more
dangerous—than anyone thinks….
Lady MacBeth: Stifled by a loveless, bitter marriage,
Katherine embarks upon an affair with a young worker on
her husband's estate, a force is unleashed inside her, so
powerful that she will stop at nothing to get what she
wants.
Harlots: A group of Georgian-era courtesans will do what it
takes to protect their livelihoods and their lives in a world
that uses them...but hates them.
The White Princess: In a world broken by the Wars of the
Roses, where a woman’s worth rests on her sons, Elizabeth
of York struggles for power and safety.

Marriage, A History by Stephanie Coontz:
Delve into the complex history of marriage—
including some you might have seen in
Gilead—in Marriage, A History.

Superfan’s Guide to

Margaret Atwood & Hulu’s

The Way We Never Were by Stephanie
Coontz: A myth-shattering examination
of two centuries of American families.
The Parable of the Sower by Octavia Butler: Lauren,
fleeing the destruction of her gated community,
gradually becomes the prophet of a new faith and a
fresh hope in her decaying world.




Horrifying Histories, Disturbing
Dystopias, & More

Margaret Atwood
 Website http://margaretatwood.ca/
 Twitter https://twitter.com/MargaretAtwood
 Facebook http://facebook.com/
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Hulu’s The Handmaid’s Tale
 Website https://www.hulu.com/the-handmaidstale
 Facebook https://www.facebook.com/
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 Instagram https://www.instagram.com/
handmaidsonhulu/
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Check out these horrible histories & dystopian worlds! For even more, check the flap & the back.
The Half Has Never Been Told: Slavery and the Making
of American Capitalism by Edward E. Baptist: An
exploration of the role of slavery in
America. 306.362 BAP
America’s Women: 400 Years of Dolls, Drudges,
Helpmeets, and Heroines by Gail Collins: The
history of 400 years of women who helped shape
a nation. 305.4 COL
A Strange Stirring: The Feminine Mystique and
American Women at the Dawn of the 1960s by
Stephanie Coontz: The lives of American women
during the early 1960s. 305.42 COO
The Girls Who Went Away: The Hidden History of
Women Who Surrendered Children for Adoption in the
Decades Before Roe v. Wade by Ann Fessler: Oral
histories of women who surrendered children for
adoption in the decades before Roe
v. Wade. 362.8298 FES
Bad Feminist by Roxane Gay: A look at the ways in
which the culture we consume becomes who we
are—and how we can do better. 814.6 GAY
American Jezebel: The Uncommon Life of Anne
Hutchinson, the Woman Who Defied the Puritans by
Eve LaPlante: The story of a woman who defied
the Puritan establishment, yet ultimately paid the
price. BIO HUTCHINSON, ANNE
Reading Lolita in Tehran: A Memoir in Books by Azar
Nafisi: The story of a group of womenwho
gathered to read Western classics during the
Iranian Revolution. BIO NAFISI, AZAR
Scatter, Adapt, and Remember: How
Humans Will Survive a Mass Extinction by Annalee
Newitz: Read one’s scientist’s take on surviving a
real extinction—without going to Gilead.
576.84 NEW
The Good Girls Revolt: How the Women of Newsweek
Sued Their Bosses and Changed the Workplace by Lynn
Povich: The story of a lawsuit that helped change
the American workplace, written by one of the
lawsuit’s ringleaders! 331.48 POV

The Witches: Salem 1692 by Stacey Schiff: Chronicles the
Salem Witch Trials, which took place during a one-year
span in which women held the attention of the
country. 133.43 SCH
Divided We Stand: The Battle Over Women’s
Rights and Family Values that Polarized American Politics
by Marjorie J. Spruill: A history of the women’s
movement from 1977 to the present.
305.42 SPU
The Wordy Shipmates by Sarah Vowell: Examines the
Pilgrims’ lasting influence on American society—and
delves into their many eccentricities! 974.0088 VOW
Alias Grace by Margaret Atwood: Grace Marks is
serving a life sentence for a murder she didn’t
commit…or can’t remember. A young expert in
mental health, engaged to find the truth,
must lead Grace towards what she has so
firmly repressed…. FIC ATWOOD, M.
The Handmaid’s Tale by Margaret Atwood: Read the
novel behind the Hulu series! FIC ATWOOD, M.
Oryx and Crake by Margaret Atwood: Snowman must
journey into his own past to understand how the
world came to grief. FIC ATWOOD, M.
Kindred by Octavia Butler: Dana is
repeatedly transported to the antebellum
South, where she must ensure that the plantation
owner’s sadistic son survives to father her ancestor.
FIC BUTLER, O.
Copper Sun by Sharon Draper: Two girls flee their
Carolina plantation and try to make their way to a
Spanish colony that gives sanctuary to slaves.
YA FIC DRA
Future Home of the Living God by Louise
Erdrich: In a world where evolution has begun to spin
backwards and the government is confining pregnant
women, Cedar, pregnant herself, races time, hiding
from informers and delving into her past.
FIC ERDRICH, L.
A Thousand Splendid Suns by Khaled Hosseini: Brought
together by war and loss, Laila and Mariam forge a
bond of love—one that will ultimately alter their
lives. FIC HOSSEINI, K.

Brave New World by Aldus Huxley: Even when
citizens are bred to accept the totalitarian regime,
not everyone falls into line….CLASSIC B.
Never Let Me Go by Kazuo Ishiguro:
Now an adult, Kathy faces the dark
secrets beneath her childhood school’s nurturing
façade. FIC ISHIGURO, K.
The Fifth Season by N.K. Jemison: As
the world trembles with violence and horror,
Essun searches for her kidnapped
daughter. FIC JEMISON, N.
When She Woke by Hillary Jordan: Hannah, her skin
chromed red for her abortion, embarks on a path
of self-discovery that leads her to question
everything….FIC JORDAN, H.
It Can’t Happen Here by Sinclair Lewis: When new
President takes over Congress, the Supreme Court,
and the Senate with his own paramilitary force,
Jessup knows he must take a stand…no matter the
cost. FIC LEWIS, S.
Big Little Lies by Liane Moriarty: The stories—and
secrets—of three women, each involved in what
may have been an accidental death.
FIC MORIARTY, L.
Beloved by Toni Morrison: Sethe
escaped from slavery but is haunted
by its horrors. FIC MORRISON, T.
1984 by George Orwell: With each letter he writes
for the Ministry of Truth, Winston Smith comes to
hate the Party more and more. But Big Brother is
everywhere…. CLASSIC N
Persepolis: The Story of a Childhood by Marjane
Satrapi: Young Marjane grows up during the
Iranian Revolution. YA GN SAT
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